
TECFEED 350i

Portable & fully enclosed!

Amps & Duty Cycle: 350A @60% max.
Mac OCV: 110V DC
Welding Voltage (V): 15 - 44
Wire Speed Range (metres/min): 2 - 20
Wire Size (mm): 0.8 - 2.4
Size (W x L x H): 210 x 560 x 420
Weight (kg): 10

Connect to virtually any DC welding power source in 
seconds
Excellent performance with flux cored and solid 
welding wires with unbeatable arc stability
Rugged design to give a long trouble free life in less 
than ideal conditions
4 Roll drive system to guarantee trouble-free wire 
feeding
Very portable design with strong ergonomic carry 
handle which lays flat when not needed
Heavy duty contactor fitted to start & stop - Copes 
with current up to 350A
Torch trigger latching & burn back control standard.
Standard Euro torch connection
Front controls have a sturdy guard either side to give 
protection from damage
IP23 Protection so is protected against splashing 
water & can be used outdoors
Works from 20 - 110V DC & factory tested to 150V 
to guarantee reliability
Takes 15kg spools.

Inline MIG wire feeders for 15kg spool size to plug directly onto CC or CV power source. Ideal for diesel welders 
generators & other DC power sources. The TECFEED 350i range of feeders are robustly constructed in a reinforced 
moulded case to give a fully enclosed wire feed unit which is well sealed against the elements. Due to rugged 
construction they are ideal for all site welding in harsh environments and are also very portable. This model is fitted 
with an extra heavy duty contactor with oversize contacts to allow welding up to 350A.

OPTIONS: Digital meter, gas flow meter, 
non inline versions available.

If you have a special requirement we 
can very likely modify it to suit.

British made premium quality product.


